Abstract. We categorify a quantized twisted Heisenberg algebra associated to a finite subgroup of SL(2, C).
Introduction
Categorifications of quantum groups associated to Dynkin diagrams were constructed by Khovanov and Lauda [9, 10] and independently by Rouquier [15] . In particular, there is a categorification of the quantum group associated to an affine Dynkin diagram in terms of its Drinfeld-Jimbo presentation. A natural question is how to categorify its loop realization. A first step towards this goal is the program of categorifying Heisenberg algebras which was initiated by Khovanov [8] who constructed a diagrammatic category H whose Grothendieck group contains a certain Heisenberg algebra h. Conjecturally the Grothendieck group is isomorphic to the Heisenberg algebra h.
Cautis and Licata defined a diagrammatic graded 2-category H Γ depending on a finite subgroup Γ of SL(2, C). They proved that the Grothendieck group of H Γ is isomorphic to a quantized Heisenberg algebra h q,Γ associated to the group Γ. Relations in the Heisenberg algebra are lifted to isomorphisms of 1-morphisms in their diagrammatic category. For example, a relation in the Heisenberg algebra q i p i = p i q i + [2] becomes an isomorphism Q i P i ∼ = P i Q i ⊕ Id 1 ⊕ Id −1 where Id r is the identity 1-morphism shifted up by degree r. A key step in their identification of the Grothendieck group is a 2-representation of their diagrammatic 2-category on a 2-category of modules for a wreath product associated to symmetric groups and Γ.
This suggests that we should be able to extend the Cautis-Licata construction to a categorification of twisted Heisenberg algebras h − q,Γ by replacing the symmetric group with its super version-the Hecke-Clifford algebra. This is the goal of this paper (in the language of monoidal categories instead of 2-categories). We rely heavily upon [1] along with the work of Frenkel, Jing, and Wang [3] , [7] , who utilize the Hecke-Clifford algebra to construct the Fock space representation of h − Γ . An alternate approach to that construction is to use the spin symmetric group [3] . A topological construction of twisted Heisenberg algebras was introduced by Wang [19] . We define here a diagrammatic Z × Z 2 -graded monoidal category H − Γ . One relation in the twisted Heisenberg algebra is q i p i = p i q i + 2 [2] . This relation becomes an isomorphism of objects Q i P i ∼ = P i Q i ⊕ Id 1 ⊕ Id −1 ⊕ Id 1 {1} ⊕ Id −1 {1}. If the finite group Γ is trivial, this isomorphism appears in the context of induction and restriction of modules for the Hecke-Clifford algebra (see [11] or [2] for example). Our main theorem is:
Theorem. There is a isomorphism of algebras φ : h − q,Γ → K 0 (H − Γ ).
As in [1], we construct a representation of the diagrammatic category on categories of modules for a wreath product associated to Γ and a Clifford algebra with the symmetric group in order to prove the homomorphism above is an injection.
It would be interesting to find a twisted analogue of the construction of Shan and Vasserot who categorify the action of the Heisenberg algebra on Fock space using a category of modules for cyclotomic rational double affine Hecke algebras [17] . Another natural problem is to understand a twisted version of [18] where Stroppel and Webster construct an action of quantumŝl e on tensor products of fermionic Fock spaces.
Outline of the paper. The twisted Heisenberg algebras, which are the objects to be categorified, are reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3 we give some background material on Clifford algebras, HeckeClifford algebras, wreath products, monoidal categories, and Grothendieck groups. Section 4 contains the definition of the main diagrammatic category and its Karoubi envelope which categorifes the Heisenberg algebra. A homomorphism from the Heisenberg algebra h Let g be a finite dimensional complex simple Lie algebra associated to a simply laced Dynkin diagram with Cartan matrix (a ij ). Let the set of simple roots of g be {α 1 , . . . , α r }. Fix a Cartan subalgebra h of g with basis {h 1 , . . . , h r } dual to the set of simple roots. Let e i and f i be Chevalley generators corresponding to the roots α i and −α i respectively.
To the finite dimensional algebra g we associate to it its affine algebra and extended affine algebra respectivelyĝ = g ⊗ C[t, t −1 ] ⊕ Ccg =ĝ ⊕ Cd.
By the McKay correspondence, all such g and henceĝ are in bijection with finite subgroups Γ of SL 2 (C). Denote the corresponding affine algebra byĝ Γ .
Let θ be the involution of g such that
Define g 0 = {g ∈ g|θ(g) = g} g 1 = {g ∈ g|θ(g) = −g}.
Now we define the twisted affine algebrâ For this paper we will assume that the central extension c always acts by 1 so we define the twisted Heisenberg algebra as the enveloping algebra (1) p
for all i, j
for all i, j with a ij = −1
for all i, j with a ij = 0.
Proof. Let 
Now we come to the main object of study: the quantized twisted Heisenberg algebra.
. . , r, and m ∈ Z ≥0 } with relations
Proof. The only thing to note is that when q = −1, the expression 2(
See [5] and [6] for more details on the relationship between quantized twisted Heisenberg algebras and quantized twisted affine algebras.
Preliminaries
3.1. The Hecke-Clifford algebra S n . Let Cl n be the Clifford algebra generated by c i for i = 1, . . . , n with relations c 2 i = 1, and c i c j = −c j c i for i = j. Let S n be the symmetric group of permutations of n elements generated by transpositions s i for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Then, S n acts on Cl n by permutations on the subscripts of the Clifford generators. When S n acts on a set X, we will denote the action of w ∈ S n on an element x ∈ X by w.x. Then the Hecke-Clifford algebra S n is defined as the semi-direct product:
The Hecke-Clifford algebra is a Z 2 -graded superalgebra where the symmetric group lies in degree zero and each Clifford generator c i has degree one. We denote the degree of an element x ∈ S n by ||x||.
Throughout this paper, we will adopt the conventions on super representation theory described in [11, Part II] .
The super representation theory of S n is equivalent to the projective representation theory of S n . Thus the finite dimensional irreducible super representations of S n are indexed by strict partitions of n. Nazarov gave a construction of (quasi-)idempotents in S n indexed by strict partitions of n [13] . His methods parallel Cherednik's construction of idempotents in C[S n ] using the affine Hecke algebra. A different construction of (quasi-)idempotents ψ λ was given later by Hecke-Clifford [16] which are the ones we use here. For the special case that λ = (n), the element ψ λ has a familiar expression:
We will need some well known properties of ψ (n) which follow directly from the definition of ψ (n) .
Proposition 4. There are equalities
For 0 ≤ i ≤ m, let ρ i : S n → S n+m be a homomorphism of algebras given by s r → s r+i and c r → c r+i . Then we set ψ i λ = ρ i (ψ λ ). We will make use of the next two propositions when manipulating graphical depictions of morphisms in the monoidal category to be defined later. Their proofs are easy.
Proposition 5.
There are equalities of elements in S n+m :
Proposition 6. There are equalities of elements in S n+m :
3.2.
Monoidal categories and Grothendieck groups. Let C be a Z×Z 2 -graded monoidal category with tensor product ⊗. We will usually write P 1 ⊗ P 2 simply as P 1 P 2 . If P is an object in C, then let the (i, j) graded piece of P be P i,j . Define the shifted object P r {s} by (P r {s}) i,j = P i−r,j−s .
The Grothendieck group K 0 (C) is the free abelian group generated by symbols [P ] where P is a projective object of C with relations and ω = v 1 ∧ v 2 . Let Γ a finite subgroup of SL(2, C) with identity element 1. Then Γ acts on V and hence on the exterior algebra Λ * (V ) so we may define the group algebra of the semi-direct product
. This is a Z-graded algebra where the degree of (v, γ) is the degree of v in the exterior algebra Λ * (V ). Denote the degree of an element x by |x|.
Define a C-linear, supersymmetric, non-degenerate trace tr : B Γ → C by tr((f, γ)) = δ f,ω δ γ,1 1. The associated non-degenerate bilinear form , : B Γ × B Γ → C is defined by a, b = tr(ab). If B is a basis of B Γ , denote the dual basis with respect to , byB and if b ∈ B let its dual beb.
The algebra B
Γ n . The symmetric group acts on the n-fold tensor product
Consider the (super)algebra (B Γ ) ⊗n ⊗ Cl n , where (B Γ ) ⊗n ⊗ 1 has Z 2 -degree 0. We may extend the action of S n to this algebra, and form the semi-direct product
Observe that this algebra contains the Hecke-Clifford algebra as a subalgebra. In particular, B Γ n comes equipped with an action S n , where
Γ , c ∈ Cl n , w ∈ S n , and we have written (
This algebra is Z × Z 2 -graded. We denote the Z-degree of an element x is denoted by |x| and the Z 2 -degree of an element x is denoted by ||x||. That is, for b ∈ (B Γ ) n , c ∈ Cl n and w ∈ S n , |bcw| = |b|, and ||bcw|| = ||c||. The finite group Γ has r conjugacy classes and, for a strict partition λ of n and 1 ≤ i ≤ r, there exists an idempotent e i,1,λ of B Γ are generated by P and Q. A general object is a formal sum of finite composition of P 's and Q's with graded shifts. The identity object is denoted by 1.
The space of morphisms between two objects is a Z × Z 2 -graded C-algebra generated by planar diagrams modulo certain relations. Using the letters X i and Y i to denote either P or Q, the set of morphisms Hom H
is generated by diagrams which are unions of oriented, compact, 1-manifolds immersed into R × [0, 1] which carry solid dots labeled by elements of B Γ and hollow dots which are not labeled such that the boundary of each diagram intersects R × {0} at points labeled X 1 , . . . , X r and intersects R × {1} at points labeled Y 1 , . . . , Y s from left to right. A strand connects a point labeled by P or Q in R × {0} to a point labeled by P or Q respectively in R × {1}.
If the boundary of a strand is contained entirely in R × {0} or R × {1} then the boundary points are labeled by different objects. Furthermore, we make the convention that a strand is oriented upwards near a boundary point labeled by P and oriented downwards near a boundary point labeled by Q. These diagrams are taken modulo isotopies which do not change the relative position of dots.
The diagrams in (4) on the left and right denote id : P → P and id : Q → Q respectively.
The relations that we impose on the diagrams are as follows:
= (−1)
= 0. 
There is a Z × Z 2 -grading on the generating diagrams which make the relations above homogenous. We set all crossings to have degree (0, 0). Counterclockwise oriented arcs have degree (−1, 0) while clockwise oriented arcs have degree (1, 0) . A solid dot labeled by b has degree (|b|, 0) while a hollow dot has degree (0, 1). We summarize the degrees in (42) where orientation is omitted from the diagram when the bidegree is independent of it. 
If P is an object concentrated in degree (0, 0), then P a {b} is concentrated in degree (a, b). Γ . In the Karoubi envelope we have direct summands of the objects P n and
One of the main results of this paper is:
Proof. This follows from Propositions 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 given in Section 5 utilizing a functor η defined in that section.
Proposition 7. There is a homomorphism of algebras
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 1.
We will later prove that this is an isomorphism. Γ are direct sums of finite sequences of elements P i or Q i for i = 1, . . . , r with graded shifts. The identity object is denoted by 1. The space of morphisms between indecomposable objects consists of oriented compact one-manifolds immersed into R × [0, 1] compatible with the labeling of the boundary points. These morphisms are taken up to isotopy fixing the boundary and some local relations which we will describe shortly. If i and j are adjacent in the Dynkin diagram then there is a morphism between P i and P j which we represent by a strand containing a solid dot. Oriented strands which are bounded by the same element may also carry a solid dot. Strands may carry a hollow dot. We summarize these basic morphisms in (27). Solid dots move freely along the arcs. Hollow dots move freely along arcs as well except along clockwise cups or counterclockwise caps as indicated in the relations. Hollows dots on different strands anti-commute past each other. Degree one solid dots on different strands anti-commute as well. All other dots freely move past each other. Let upward and downward pointing strands with dots labeled by i on both boundaries be identity morphisms of objects P i and Q i respectively. We will also need the quantities ǫ ij for nodes i and j. Fix an orientation on the Dynkin diagram. If i and j are not connected by an edge, then set ǫ ij = 0. If an oriented edge has tail i and head j, then set ǫ ij = 1. We also set ǫ ij = −ǫ ji .
The relations are:
(41)
There is a Z × Z 2 -grading on the generating diagrams which make the relations above homogenous. We set all crossings to have degree (0, 0). Counterclockwise oriented arcs have degree (−1, 0) while clockwise oriented arcs have degree (1, 0) . A solid dot between two nodes labeled i has degree (2, 0) while a solid dot between the two adjacent nodes has degree (1, 0). Hollow dots have degree (0, 1). We summarize the degrees in (42) where orientation is omitted from the diagram when the bidegree is independent of it. 
The next example is a categorification of a basic twisted Heisenberg relation and follows directly from the relations above.
Example 2.
There is an isomorphism of objects:
and all strands are labeled by i.
The left hand side of relation (34) implies that f 1 g 1 and f 2 g 2 are identity maps. Relation (28) and the left hand side of (34) imply that f 3 g 3 and f 4 g 4 are identity maps.
For k, l = 1, 2, 3, 4 and k = l, f k g l = 0 by relation (36). For l = 1, 2, 3, 4 the equations f 0 g l = 0 follow from the right hand side of (34). This proves the decomposition in the example.
Karoubi envelope
For a strict partition λ of n, recall that we let e i,1,λ be a minimal idempotent in End( P n i ) or End( Q n i ). In the Karoubi envelope we have direct summands of the objects P n i and Q n i :
We now introduce some graphical notation for morphisms in the Karoubi envelope. Let the identity morphisms of P (n) i and Q (n) i be denoted graphically by the left and right hand sides of (5.4) respectively.
We have an analogue of [1, Proposition 3].
Proposition 8.
There is a functor η :
Γ which maps the object P i to (P, e i,1,(1) ) and the object Q i to (Q, e i,1,(1) ). The functor η maps morphisms as follows:
Proof. This follows from the proof of [1, Proposition 3] with trivial modifications.
As in [1, Proposition 4] we have the following isomorphism of Grothendieck groups which will be proved later: Proof. This is just a graphical depiction of Proposition 6.
Proposition 12. For all i, j, there is an isomorphism of objects in
be the maps given by
where the diagonal arrows are shorthand notation for parallel copies of the arrows where the number of copies is determined by the size of the rectangles in which the arrows begin or terminate.
Then we get for the composition gf :
By Proposition 10, we may slide the idempotents in the middle of the diagram to the top and absorb them into the top idempotents to get
Now by repeated use of (31) we may separate all of the strands to get
which is the identity. Similarly, f g is the identity as well.
Proposition 13. For all i, j, there is an isomorphism of objects in
Proof. The proof of this is nearly identical to that of Proposition 12.
Before we prove the next categorical relation we begin with some prepatory lemmas. Proof. Begin from the left and absorb the upper most and bottom most crossings into the idempotents using Proposition 4. Once the crossings formed by the a crossings are removed, continue from the right and absorb the b crossings in the same way.
Lemma 2. Suppose i and j are adjacent nodes. Then there is an equality of morphisms
Proof. The left hand side is equal to
by applying the basic double crossing relation to the leftmost of the n strands. By Lemma 1 this is equal to
We then get the identity by induction on n. Proof. Apply the basic crossing relation to the innermost double crossing of the n and m strands to get that the left hand side of the lemma is equal to
Now apply Lemma 2 to the first term above and Lemma 1 to the next two terms above to get that (47) is equal to the right hand side of the lemma. 
Proof. This follows by induction using Lemma 3 and noting that k cups or caps must contain a hollow dot on at least k − 1 strands or else the diagram is zero.
Lemma 5. Let i and j be adjacent nodes. There are equalities of morphisms
Proof. For the equality in (48), first expand the idempotents labeled i r and j s into a sum of elements from the symmetric groups S r and S s respectively. The expanded diagram will contain a left hand curl if the term from the idempotent i r doesn't come from the subgroup S r−k × S k and if the term from the idempotent j s doesn't come from the subgroup S k × S s−k . Furthermore for each element in S r−k × S k there exists exactly (s − k)! terms in the expansion of j s which will not produce a left hand curl.
After absorbing crossings into the top and bottom idempotents, the expansion results in k circles each labeled i with a degree two solid dot times the diagram (50)
Since each circle is equal to one, (48) follows. The identity (49) is similar except that now left hand curls will be avoided only if the terms in the expansion of the idempotents labeled i r and j s come from the subgroups S r−k × S k−1 × S 1 and 
Proof. Set r = min(m, n). Then let
where these maps are defined by the diagrams
and the maps are given by the diagrams
It follows from Lemma 4 that gf is the identity map. Lemma 5 and relation (31) imply that f k g k and f 
Proof. We construct maps back and forth and leave it to the reader to check that they are inverses. Define
where the label l for the solid dot means put one copy of a solid dot on each of the first l strands counting from bottom to top and the label u for the hollow dot means put a single hollow dot on the upper most arc.
Define maps for 1
where the label l for the solid dot means put one copy of a solid dot on each of the first l caps counting from bottom to top. The label b for the hollow dot means the bottom cap gets a single hollow dot. The label bu for the hollow dot means the bottom and top caps each get hollow dots positioned on a vertical line.
Define maps
where the label k − l for the solid dot means that each of the first k − l cups starting from the bottom should carry a solid dot and the label b for the hollow dot means that the bottom cup should carry a hollow dot. By convention we define
where the label k − l for the solid dot means that each of the first k − l cups starting from the bottom should carry a solid dot. The label u for the hollow dot means that the uppermost cup should carry a hollow dot. The label bu for the hollow dot means that the uppermost and bottom cups carry hollow dots positioned on a vertical line.
The maps A k,l,⋄,c and A k,l,♥,c induce the isomorphism in the proposition while the maps B k,l,⋄,c and B k,l,♥,c induce the inverse isomorphism.
Proof. The proof of this proposition is similar to the proof of Proposition 14 except that now the last term two terms in the right hand side of (33) vanish in this case making this proposition easier. 
where in the definition of Q(n), we view the first tensor factor B 
X(b). Utilizing the inclusion
which anti-commutes with the subalgebra B Γ n , for a homogeneous element b ∈ B Γ we define
giving a natural transformation
Y (b). Recall the inclusion
Then for a homogeneous element b ∈ B Γ we define
x → bx giving a natural transformation 
There is a (B given by mapping x → xs n+1 . This gives a natural transformation: given by mapping x → s n+1 x. This gives a natural transformation:
T −+ , T +− . The functor Q(n)P (n) is given by tensoring with the (B
The functor P (n − 1)Q(n − 1) is given by tensoring with (B
Now following [11, Section 15.6] we have a (B
This homomorphism maps an element g ∈ B Γ n to zero and an element gs n h to g ⊗ h where g, h ∈ B Γ n . This bimodule homomorphism induces a morphism of functors
There is also a (B 
for γ ∈ Γ. This gives rise to a natural transformation adj Id QP : Q(n) • P (n) → Id −1 . 
adj

Lemma 6. There is a (B
Proof. Consider the element
When l = n + 1, this is a term in the summation appearing in the lemma. We must prove that for any
Let ζ = s k where k < i − 1. Then it is clear that s k ρ(i, b n+1 ) = ρ(i, b n+1 )s k since s k commutes with every transposition appearing in ρ(i, b n+1 ) and it does not permute the component that b appears in. Now assume that k > i. Then
Note that in the fifth equality, we used the fact that the transposition s k−1 doesn't permute b n+1 to another component nor does it change the Clifford generator c n+1 . Next consider
Thus when ζ is in the symmetric group, ζ commutes with b∈B
For k = i we have
Similarly we get
Thus when ζ is a Clifford generator, ζ commutes with b∈B
This induces a natural transformation adj P Q Id : Id → P (n)Q(n) 1 .
6.3.
Relations between natural transformations. Now we introduce some notation for compositions of natural transformations. Suppose α is a natural transformation of the functor F and β is a natural transformation of the functor G. Furthermore assume that the composition of functors F G makes sense. Then we have the horizontal composition of natural transformations αβ :
Assume that γ is another natural transformation of F . Then we may vertically compose natural transformations to get: γ • α : F → F . We use the same notation when the functors are given by tensoring with bimodules and the natural transformations are bimodule homomorphisms.
Equation 5
.
Proof. The functor P (n + 1)P (n) is given by tensoring with the (B 
Proof. The proof of this is very similar to that of Proposition 18.
Equation 7
then there are equalities of natural transformations
(1) (adj
Proof. Both sides of the first equality are composites of maps
Γ , c ∈ Cl n+1 and w ∈ S n+1 . Let b ∈ B Γ . Then the left hand side of the equality maps g under Y (b)Id to bg upon identifying the bimodule associated to Q(n)P (n) with B Γ n+1 . The right hand side maps g under IdX(b) to (−1) |g||b| gb after making the same identification. Now we have
If w / ∈ S n , then both elements get mapped to zero under adj Id QP so we may assume that w ∈ S n . Then (51) (−1)
and so applying the map adj Id QP we get adj
Similarly we get adj
Id
The first equality in the proposition follows since tr(g n+1 b) = (−1) |gn+1||b| tr(bg n+1 ).
Now we prove the second equality. Both sides are composites of natural transformations
corresponding to maps of bimodules
The left hand side acts on an element g ⊗ h as follows:
The right hand side acts on an element g ⊗ h as follows:
where the factor (−1) |b||g| is a consequence of how a tensor products of homomorphisms acts on supermodules.
Equation 8.
Proposition 20. If b ∈ B Γ , then there are equalities of natural transformations
Proof. This follows from Propositions 19 and 38.
Equation 9.
Proposition 21. There is an equality of natural transformations
X(b ′ b) = (−1) |bb ′ | X(b) • X(b ′ ) : P (n) → P (n).
Proof. Let x be an element of the (B
On the other hand,
Therefore the natural transformations are equal.
Proposition 22. There is an equality of natural transformations
Y (b ′ b) = Y (b ′ ) • Y (b) : Q(n) → Q(n).
Proof. Let x be an element of the (B
Equation 10
. Consider the functor P (n + r) · · · P (n). Let
Proposition 23. If k = l, then there is an equality:
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume k > l. The functor P (n + r) · · · P (n) → P (n + r) · · · P (n) is given by tensoring with the (B
where b is in component (n + k) in the (n + r + 1)-fold tensor product. Then X l (b ′ ) maps the element in (52) to:
where b ′ is in component (n + l) in the (n + r + 1)-fold tensor product.
where again b ′ is in position n + l and b is in position n + k. Note that the powers of −1 in (53) and (54) are the same. The last two factors in (54) commute up to multiplication by (−1) |b||b ′ | which gives the proposition.
Equation 11.
Proposition 24. There is an equality of natural transformations:
Proof. The functor P (n + 2)P (n + 1)P (n) is given by tensoring with the (B
The proposition follows since s n+2 s n+1 s n+2 = s n+1 s n+2 s n+1 in the Hecke-Clifford algebra.
Equation 12.
Proposition 25. There is an equality of natural transformations:
Proof. The functor P (n + 1)P (n) is given by the bimodule B Γ n+2 . The natural transformation T • T maps an element x to xs n+1 and then to xs n+1 s n+1 = x. Thus this is the identity map.
Equation 13.
Proposition 26. There is an equality of natural transformations
Proof. By the definition of T +− and T −+ , an element g ⊗ h gets mapped to gs n h which gets mapped to g ⊗ h so the composite map is the identity.
Equation 14.
Proposition 27. There is an equality of natural transformations from Q(n)P (n) → Q(n)P (n):
Proof. The left hand side is a map of functors
and let x = (x 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x n+1 )wc where w ∈ S n+1 and c ∈ Cl n+1 . There are three cases to consider.
Case 1: w / ∈ S n . Then let x = gs n h where g, h ∈ B Γ n . Then by definition T +− • T −+ (gs n h) = gs n h. Due to the presence of s n in gs n h, the second and third terms in the right hand side map gs n h to zero. Since the first term is the identity, we have equality in this case.
Case 2: w ∈ S n and c ∈ Cl n . Then T −+ maps x ⊗ 1 to zero. The third term in the right hand side will also maps this element to zero because a factor of c n+1 will be introduced. The second term maps
Since the first term on the right hand side is the identity, the right hand side applied to x ⊗ 1 is zero as well. Case 3: w ∈ S n and c / ∈ Cl n . This is similar to case two. The left hand side applied to x ⊗ 1 is zero again. Now the second map in the right hand side maps x ⊗ 1 to zero while the third map sends x ⊗ 1 to −x ⊗ 1.
Equation 15.
Proposition 28. There is an equality of natural transformations:
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of adj 
Proposition 29. The natural transformation (adj
Proof. This natural transformation is a map of bimodules
It maps the element x ∈ B Γ n+1 as follows:
since adj Id QP maps s n+1 to zero.
Equation 17.
Proposition 30. There is an equality of natural transformations
Proof. The functor P (n + 1)P (n) is given by tensoring with the (B
For the right hand side of the equation, x maps to xs n+1 under T . Then under IdX(c n+1 ), xs n+1 maps to (−1) ||x|| xs n+1 c n+1 . In the bimodule B Γ n+2 , xs n+1 c n+1 = xc n+2 s n+1 which verifies the proposition.
Equation 18.
Proposition 31. There is an equality of natural transformations
Proof. The proof of this is very similar to that of Proposition 30.
Equation 19.
Proposition 32. As maps from P (n)Q(n) → Id and Q(n)P (n) → Id respectively, there are equalities:
Proof. The first item is an equality of natural transformations
The first map on the left hand side (X(c n+1 )Id) takes the element g ⊗ h to
Then adj
Id P Q takes the element in (55) to
The first map on the right hand side (IdY (c n+1 )) takes the element g ⊗ h to
where now the factor (−1) ||g|| comes from the sign convention of tensoring super homomorphisms. The map adj
Id P Q sends the element in (56) to
which verifies the first equality. Both sides of the second equality are natural transformations
If c ∈ Cl n or if w / ∈ S n , then this goes to zero under adj
∈ Cl n and w ∈ S n , then this element gets mapped by adj
since c n+1 commutes past w and c n+1 c = (−1) ||g||−1 cc n+1 since c does contain a factor of c n+1 .
On the other hand, IdX(c n+1 ) applied to g ⊗ 1 is
where the factor (−1) ||g|| comes from the sign convention of tensor products of super module homomorphisms.
Equation 20.
Proposition 33. As maps from Id → Q(n)P (n) and Id → P (n)Q(n) respectively, there are equalites:
Proposition 36. If k = l, then there is an equality:
Proof. This is nearly identical to the proof of Proposition 23.
Equation 24.
Proposition 37. There is an equality of natural transformations:
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of adj (1) (adj
Proof. Since the proofs of both sets of equalities are similar, we only prove the first set.
The map (adj
which corresponds to a composite of bimodule maps
n+1 . Then Idadj
QP
Id maps g to g ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1. Then adj Id P Q Id maps g ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 to g which verifies the first equality.
The map (Idadj
Let g = (g 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ g n+1 )(cw) where c ∈ Cl n+1 and w ∈ S n+1 . Under the map adj P Q Id Id, the element g gets mapped to
We now consider four cases for c and w. Case 1: c ∈ Cl n and w ∈ S n . In this case, the terms s i · · · s n c n+1bn+1 ⊗ b n+1 c n+1 s n · · · s i ⊗ g get mapped to zero under Idadj Id QP due to the presence of c n+1 for i = n + 1 and due to the presence of s n for i = n + 1. Similarly, the terms s i · · · s nbn+1 ⊗ b n+1 s n · · · s i ⊗ g for i = n + 1 get mapped to zero by Idadj Id QP due to the presence of s n . Thus
−1v where γ ∈ Γ and v ∈ Λ 2 V . Then all of the terms above are zero unless b n+1 = vγ in which case it is equal to
Sinceb n+1 = g n+1 and |b n+1 | + |b n+1 | = 2, we get Idadj
′ where c ′ ∈ Cl n and w ∈ S n . The terms
X go to zero under Idadj
Id QP due to the presence of c n+1 . Due to the presence of s n , the terms 
Now the arguments from case 1 show that this element goes to g under Idadj
Id
QP . Case 3: c ∈ Cl n and w ∈ S n+1 but w / ∈ S n . We may write w = w p w p where w p ∈ S n and w p is a shortest length left coset representative in S n+1 /S n . Then w p ∈ {e, s n , s n−1 s n , . . . , s 1 · · · s n }. Let
Then under Idadj
Id QP , the terms go to zero unless b n+1 = vγ in which case the term goes to
=g where the last equality follows after commuting s i · · · s n until it is next to w p c.
Case 4: c = c n+1 c ′ where c ′ ∈ Cl n and w ∈ S n+1 but w / ∈ S n . Recall the elements w p and w p from case 3. Once again, most of the terms in X get mapped to zero by Idadj Id QP due to the presence of s n so instead of X, it suffices to consider the element
Due to the presence of c n+1 in the first term, it goes to zero under Idadj (1) (
Proof. The left hand side of the first equality is a composition of bimodule homomorphisms:
This composition maps an element g as follows:
The right hand side of the first equality is a composition of maps:
This composition of morphisms maps an element g as follows:
This proves the first equality.
The left hand side of the second equality is a composition of bimodule homomorphisms:
. This composition maps an element g as follows:
The right hand side of the second equality is a composition of bimodule homomorphisms:
This verifies the second equality. (1) (adj
Proof. We begin with the first equality. The left hand side is a composite of natural transformations Q(n + 1)P (n + 1)P (n) → Q(n + 1)P (n + 1)P (n) → P (n) corresponding to a composition of bimodules homomorphisms
The right hand side is a composite of natural transformations
corresponding to a composition of bimodules homomorphisms
n+1 . Then T −+ Id sends g ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 to zero so the right hand side is zero. For the left hand side we get, (IdT )(g ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1) = (IdT )(1 ⊗ g ⊗ 1) = 1 ⊗ gs n+1 ⊗ 1.
Now we must compute adj
Id QP Id(1 ⊗ gs n+1 ⊗ 1). Since g is assumed to be in B Γ n+1 , the term s n+1 does not appear in g so s n+1 does appear in gs n+1 . Thus adj . Let x = (x 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x n+1 ⊗ 1)c x w x and y = (y 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ y n+1 ⊗ 1)c y w y where c x , c y ∈ Cl n+1 and w x , w y ∈ S n+1 . Subcase 2a: g / ∈ B Γ n+1 , w y ∈ S n , and c y ∈ Cl n . For the right hand side we compute,
Since w y ∈ S n and c y ∈ Cl n , (Idadj
For the left hand side we see that
Since c y ∈ Cl n and w y ∈ S n , we may bring s n+1 to the left of these two elements and then past (y 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ y n+1 ⊗ 1) to get that the above is equal to adj Id QP Id(1 ⊗ x(y 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ y n ⊗ 1 ⊗ y n+1 )c y w y ⊗ 1) = tr(y n+1 )x(y 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ y n ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1)c y w y which verifies the equality in this case.
, w y ∈ S n , c y ∈ Cl n+1 , but c y / ∈ Cl n . For the left hand side we compute
Since c y / ∈ Cl n , the term c n+2 must occur in s n+1 .c y . Since x ∈ B Γ n+1 , c n+2 must occur in the expression 1 ⊗ x(y 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 ⊗ y n+1 )(s n+1 .c y )w y ⊗ 1 so adj Id QP Id must send it to zero. For the right hand side,
Subcase 2c: g / ∈ B Γ n+1 , w y / ∈ S n . For the left hand side we compute (adj 
This goes to zero under Idadj
Id QP since s n w x s n w y will go to zero because the term s n must be present since w x / ∈ S n−1 so the two occurrences of s n will not cancel. Proof. This follows from the fact that elements s k and s l commute in the Hecke-Clifford algebra if |k − l| > 1.
A monoidal functor.
Theorem 2. There is a monoidal functor F :
Proof. This follows from all the relations checked above.
Main result
We have already proved that relations in the twisted Heisenberg algebra lift to isomorphisms in the diagrammatic category H − Γ . We still must show that the Grothendieck group of this category is isomorphic to the Heisenberg algebra. We follow [1, Section 7] as most of the proofs go through nearly identically.
Let F Γ be the Fock space associated to Γ which up to isomorphism is the unique irreducible module for h − Γ . Then there is a sequence of maps
The next lemma is a consequence of the degree conventions and relations in the diagrammatic category. This corollary follows from Proposition 44 and repeated use of Lemma 8. We now come to the main theorem whose proof is the same as the proof of the main result in [1] but we repeat it for the sake of completeness. j ], the map π is surjective which shows that it is an isomorphism. By an argument similar to that of the proof of Proposition 44 (see [1, Proposition 5]), K 0 (η) is surjective. Again, since the composite of maps in (64) is injective, K 0 (η) must be injective as well which proves it's an isomorphism and implies the theorem. 
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